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~ 1. Introduction. 

In a compact oriented Riemannian manifold M of even dimension n, 
the generalized Gauss-Bonnet formula ([1] , [2]) is expressed by the following 

integral: 

( 1 ) χ(M)=(2/cn)jM凡dV

where χ (M) is the Euler-Poincar� characteristic of 11/1, cn is the volume of 

the Euclidean unit n-sphere, Kn denotes the Lipschitz-Killing curvature of 

M , and dV is the volume element of M. 
It is well known that the following is conjectured from the generalized 

Gauss-Bonnet formula. 

CONJECTURE. Let jJ,1 be a compact oriented Riemannian manifold of 

even dimension n( = 2m). lf the sectional curvatures a何 all non-negative, 
then M has the non-negative Euler-Poincar� characteristic χ (M). 1f the 

sectional curvatures are all nonアositive， then (-1)明χ (M)~O.

In 2・dimensional case, the sign of the Gaussian curvatures, i. e. , of the 
sectional curvatures determines the sign of χ (M). In 4-dimensional case, 
the conjecture is resolved by J. Milnor, and its proof was provided by S. S. 
Chern [3]. S. S. Chern [3], J. A. Thorpe [4], and Y. K. Cheung and C. C. 
Hsiung [7] gave certain answers under the curvature conditions respectively 

for determining the sign of χ (M). 

The purpose of the present paper is to give an answer to the conjecｭ

ture on a Riemannian manifold with some other curvature conditions. 

1 would like to express my deep appreciation to Professor Y oshie Katsuｭ

rada for her constant guidance and criticism. 

~ 2. Preliminaries. 

Let M be a compact oriented Riemannian manifold of even dimension 

n. Let AP(N/) denote the bundle of p-vectors of NI and let AP(x) be the 
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五ber over xεM. The inner product on the 五ber AP(x) related to the inner 

product on the tangent space M ", of M at x is given by 

(2 ) くUIA...A Up ， Vl 八八 Vp) = ゐt[<Ui , Vj) ] (U. ， 町EM"，).

We can consider the Grassmann bundle Gp(M) of tangent 1μplanes of M as 

a subbundle of the unit sphere bundle of AP(M) by identifying P，ε Gp(M) 

with e1 八・・ .Aepι1P(M) where {e1 , ..., ep} is any orthonormal basis for P. 
Let R be the curvature operator and Rp the p-th curvature operator 

which is used in [6]. Explicitly, this curvature operator Rp is given by 

( 3 )くRp(UIA… AUp) , V 1A…AVp) 

三去五ε'Ï 1"''''p8i1 ・ JpR(ui" u." 旬、，叫 R(uip_ ， ， Uρぃ吋
ム‘ v:

(U. ， 勺s モ M"，)

where f)i....i)) denotes the sign of permutation (il> …，ら) of (1,… ,p). Clearly 

R2=R. Futhermore, for xEM, 

( 4) Kn(x) = くRπ (e1 A ・・.Aen) , e1 A…八 en)

where {ei> ..., en} is any orthonormal basis for 1.\1",. 

~ 3. The p.th sectional curvatures K p • 

Now for any positive even integer p豆 n ， we de五ne a smooth function 

Kp on the Grassmann bundle Gp仰の The function K p, called the p-th 
sectional curvature of M , means the Lipschitz・Killing curvature of the geo・

desic p-dimensional submanifolds of M. Clearly, the p-th sectional curvature 
of M is the real valued function Kp : Gp(M)• R given by 

( 5 ) Kl'(P) = くRp(P)， P) (Pε Gp(M)) 

For p=2, Kp is the usual sectional curvature K of M. We can easily get 

the following 

PROPOSITION. Let M be 4・dimensional Einstein space with K4 = O. 
Then M is flat. 

PROOF. 1n 4-dimensional case, there exsists an orthonormal basis 

{ι … ， e4} of M ", such that 

(凶川6引) Kιμ(ωZ刈) = ~-{Kι1 ん+Kι1 よ品ん4担2+Kι14KιんKι2幻3+刊(R凡ι九ωロ凶凶叫2お却3担叫4)2れ州)戸肝z斗川+刊(R凡ιん~ω日胤雌叫3担純4担叫2)2山州)2作z与川+刊(R凡ιん九u凶陥4位剖2幻川3

where Kij=K(仇e匂6川八 e勾ω'j). 1t is well known, that K12=K34> K13=K42' and K14=K23 
in 4・dimensional Einstein space. Consequently M is flat (K三 0). q.e.d. 
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We consider the following curvature condition (C): 

When the sectional curvatures are always norトnegative (or, non-positive), 
there exists the following property 

K (P). Kp-2 (P l-) 豆くR(P)^Rp 2(P上)， w) 

(ρp 

or, (-1)官(P).K)J 2(P l-) 豆( -1)すくR(P) 八九 2(P上)， w)) 
for any even p( 豆 n) and all p-plane W =P八p上 ε Gp(M) where P is 2且plane

and P上 is the orthogonal complement of P in W. 

REMARK 1. It is clear that the curvature condition (C) is satis五ed for 

the constant curvature. At this juncture, an equality is preserved. 

REMARK 2. It follows from the simple calculation that the curvature 

condition (C) is satisf�d f()r n = 4. 

~ 4. The main theorems. 

We have the following Lemma in [5]: 

LEMMA. Suppose that p and q are jうositive even integers with ρ +q豆 n.

The form θif-ZJq (see [4land [5])can hezpfessda5 

θ;:J1tj=219上 ZθiP)k Vθ民)k
(ρ +q)! A 

where the surn ranges over all μrtitions Aニ (A1 ， A2 ) ザ {i1 "', ilJ+q} into seお

A1 of p elements and A2 ザ q elements, and ωhere (丸… ， kp I-q) is, for each 
A , an even permutαtion of (i1 …, lp+q 

ん1 ， "'， k ]J ε A1 and kp -i- 1' ・・・，んトqε A2 ・

If we reform the above lemma, we have the following 

LEMMA *. Suppose that 1う and q are even integers with 1り十 q豆 n. For 

Qε G1) 十 q(M) ， let {e\) …, e'J+ q} be an orthonormal basis for Qωld let 

戸={ei.̂ ^のvl 1 出1<"'<凶ρ+q}
Then ßcGp(M) ωzd 

( 7 ) Rp トq(Q)=ELqLZ Rp(P) 〈 Rq(P上)
F""_' (p 十 q) PË,a '" '" ., 

where P上 is the oriented orthogonal complement of P in Q. 

THEOREM 1. Let M be a compact oriented Ri仰仰nz仰 maniJold of 

even dimension n = 2m. Sψ>jJose that M has the curvature condition (C). 

lf the sectional curvatur，ι are all non 
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characteristic is non-negative, and if the sectional curvatures are nonアositive，

then (-1)つ (M)ミ O.

PROOF. From the equation (4) and Lemma大 for X ελえ

K ,Jx) =くRn(e1 ^ ・. ^ en), e1 八 .. ên> 
=2!(ff:72i12 くR(P1)^Rn _ 2 (P1 1) ， Mx) 

n ~ f\E ,BJ 

where {et,' ", e,.} is any orthonormal basis for M~. Here, we use the curｭ

vature condition (C) over and over again. If K三K2~0 ，

Kn(x) 孟 2>>:' L: K(P1) L: K(P2)'" L: K(九 1).K(九 1上)
n ~ l¥E゚ J P2E゚2 Pm  l E:九n --1 

where 1゚ = {ei ， 八 ei，l l ~ i1 < i2 三五 n} ， …，ん 1={E42z-3 〈 EznJ112三 in 3<in - 2 三五 n} , 
P"，る 1i=ezpfl 〈 E472 and (Zl , -v in)is an even permutation of (1 , --v n).If k壬0，

t 2,n 
(-1)'" Kn(x) 孟 (-1)η . L: K(P1)'" L: K(P", 1).K(?川 1上) . 

n ~ í' jり F'IU _ Iりm

Comparison with (1) completes the proof. q.e.d. 

F or some evenρd出1V吋id出mg n叱， we consider the fおollowing cαuげf門vアαt仰uω11-，陀-e cωonル1ト. 

diιti白on (C*杓): When the pうμ川恒-th sectional curvatures are always non任1壬ト-引'

(or久ヲ nonト.中po凶S1江ti討ve剖)， there exists the following property 

Kν (P).K(!. 川PL) 豆くR)i (P)^R(k 1)P(P1) , W) 

(or, (げK}J (P).K(!. 川P上)壬 (-1)"<RJ)(P) ̂ R(ト1)]!(P上)， W)) 

for any positive integer k(豆 n/p) and all kρ-plane W=P ̂P上 εG付(M) where 

P is a p-plane and P上 is the orthogonal complement of P in W. 

We can easily obtain the following 

THEOREM 2. Let M be a corr.ψact oriented Riernωznzωz manifold of 

even dimension n. Suppose that 1¥11 hω the curvature condition (C*). 11, 
for some even p dividing n, the p-th sectional curvatures are all non-negative, 
then χ (M) ~ 0 , and if the p-th sectional curvatures are non~タositive， then 

(-1)附χ (M)孟 O.

REMARK :1. 1t is clem周 from [4], that the curvature condition (C*) is 
satisfied when the p-th sectional curvatures are ωnstant on Gp(1¥!l). At this 

juncture an equaliり is preserved. 

Theorem 2 contains the result of J. A. Thorpe (Theorem B in [4]). 
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